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OFFICE OF THE SELECTMEN
P.O. BOX 218 AUBURN, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03032
February 14, 1983
To the Residents of Auburn:
TEL. 483-2281
It is with utmost sincerity that we ask all registered voters of the Town
to make a special point to attend both the School District meeting on
Friday, March 11th at 8:00 p.m. and the Annual Town Meeting at 2:00 p.m..
Sat., March 12th. Both of the meetings will take place at the Roy Seavey
Auditorium at the school. It is what happens at these two meetings that
will directly affect your tax rate and in turn, what amount yoti will be
spending in taxes next fall. Waiting until you receive your tax bill to
comment or try to take action will be too late. Now is the time to be
heard. Therefore, we urge all voters to attend!
Voting on your future Town Officials will take place on Tues., March 8th,
from 10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., at the auditorium at the Auburn Village
School. Also on the ballot will be a question asking you to vote on the
proposed zoning ordinances and map. A committee of your fellow residents
has been working on them for almost 2^ years in an effort to simplify
and revise the present ones. We urge you to read the proposed ordinances
and to consider the issues seriously. In a democracy, you have certain
duties to you fellow voters and attendance is one we hope you will take
very seriously this year.
The Board intends to set up a study committee this year to look into long
range plans including a safety building for the Fire Department and Police,
the cost of full-time police officers vs. specials, full-time firemen vs.
paid volunteers, an administrative assistant for the Selectmen's Office,
and a re-cycling program for the incinerator. Another issue to be considered
is the space requirements for the District Court. The group will look into
the possible problems and advantages to our town. If you are interested
and willing to donate some time please contact us.
In closing, we ask that you read the reports of the Departments amd Committees
in this Annual Town Report. The Board of Selectmen would like to " thank "
all those who have given their tim.e and efforts for the betterment of Auburn.
yp^ ^^-zy^<: ^^^ -_,
Gerald R. Lacourse, Chairman





1983 Town Warrant & Budget
1982 Annual Town Reports
AUBURN VILLAGE SCHOOL
1983 - 84 School Warrants & Budget
1981 - 82 Annual School Reports
Community Information
Selectmen's Office
Monday night unless otherwise posted
Office open daily 9:30 am. to 4:00 p.m. except holidays
For information or an appointment to meet with the
Board call 483-2281 - Peggy Neveu, Sel.'s Sec
and Barbara Lee, Clerk
Town Clerk
Monday 1:00-2:30 p.m.; Wednesday 1:30-3:00 p.m.; Fri-
day 9:30-11:30 am.; Monday and Thursday evenings
6:30-7:30 p.m.; Closed Wednesday during July and
August Mary F. Griffin, Town Clerk & Mary Rolfe Deputy
Clerk
Tax Collector
Monday 1 :00- 2:30 p.m.; Wednesday9:30- 1 1 :30 am.;
Friday 9:30-1 1:30 am.; Monday and Thursday evenings
6:30 - 7:30 p.m.; Closed Wednesday during July and
August. Linda Therriault Tax Collector and Dale Coakley,
Deputy Collector
Auburn District Court
Every Wednesday at the Town Hall - 9:00 a.m.; First
Tuesday at the Town Hall - Civil Cases - 9:00 a.m.;
Second Thursday at Northwood Town Hall - 9:00 a.m.;
John Korbey, Judge and Mary Griffin, Court Clerk
Clerks - Elaine Fuller, Mary E. Rolfe and MaryAnn
Rolfe
Auburn Volunteer Fire Department
First Monday of the month at the Fire House - 8:00 p.m.
Daniel Trombly, Fire Chief. Emergency Number -
483-2521, Fire House Number- 483-8141
Auburn Volunteer Fire Department Women's Auxilary
Every other Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at the Fire House
Pat Reynolds, President and Lisa Brien, Vice President
Auburn Village School
Raymond Bourque, Prinicipal and Bonnie Martin, Sec.
For information call - 483-2769
Auburn School Board
Second Thursday of the month at the Auburn Village
School - 7:00 p.m. Thomas McGrath, Chairman & Bonnie
Martin, Sec.
Auburn Zoning Board
OndemandattheTown Hall. Paula Marzloff, Chairman
and Eva Lunnie, Sec.
Auburn Planning Board
Second Wednesday of the month at the Town Hall -
7:30 pm. Al Burtt, Chairman and Robyn-Le Kohut, Sec.
Auburn Budget Committee
On demand at the Town Hall
James Andrus, Chairman and Kathy Scptt, Sec.
Recreation Committee
On demand at the Town Hall. Gene Thomas, Chairman
Olde Home Days Committee
On demand at the Town Hall. For info call Pat Reynolds
or Robert Lewis
Griffin Free Public Library
Tuesday and Thursday nights 6:30 - 8:00 p.m.; Friday
2:00 - 5:00 p.m.; Saturday 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Linda Therriault, Librarian - Library - 483-5374
Grange
Third Wednesday at the Town Hall at 8:00 p.m.
Mary E. Rolfe, Masters Ray Kimball, Overseer
Historical Society
Meetings posted and held at the Town Hall
Harry Flanders, President & Pauline Higgins, Sec.
Senior Citizens
Every Thursday at the Town Hall at 1 :00 p.m.
Visiting Nurse - First Thursday of the month
Theo Therrien, President, Herbert Ambrose, Vice-
President, and Amy Eaton, Sec.
P.T.A.
Third Wednesday of the month at the School at 7:30 p.m.
Steven Roach, President and Gayle Montour, Sec.
Brownies - 1 st thru 3rd grade
Wednesday after school at the Fire House
Linda Therriault, Troop Leader- 483-2400
Junior Girl Scouts - 4th thru 6th grades
Every Tuesday afternoon at Troop Leader's home on
Hunting Road. Ann Robinson, Troop Leader- 483-2840
Cadette and Senior Girls Scouts- Leader not available
Cub Scouts
Third Friday of each month at the School - Pack
Meeting - 7:30 p.m. Michael Drago and James Lessard
Boy Scouts
Friday at the Longmeadow Congregational Church -
7:00 pm. Warren Fisher, Scout Master, Ray Komisar, Asst
4-H Groups
Meet weekly in homes. Darlene Connor, Paula Marzloff,
Faye Hanscomb, Florence Banks, Swanee Gibby,
Ginny Trombly, Karen Seavey, Kelly Jackman, Bev
Guinesso
Lions
2nd and 4th Tuesday - 7:00 at Fire House
David Peoples, King Lion
Lioness
1 st Wednesday of the month in homes
Geraldine Joubert, President
Leos - Ages 1 3 thru 1
9
1st and 3rd Tuesday at Fire House at 7:30 p.m.
Advisors: Roland & Lorraine Senechal, Walter Carrigan,
and Mark Dollard
Post Office Hours
Monday - Friday 7:00 - 1 1 :00 a.m. and 1 :30 - 5:00 p.m.
Saturday 7:00 - 1 1 :00 am. The lobby closes at 5:1 5 p.m.
weekdays. Anne B. Dollard, Postmistress & Carol
Crete, Assistant - 483-2007
Longmeadow United Church of Christ
Sunday Services - 9:30 a.m.
St. Peters Catholic Church
Saturday Mass - 4:00 p.m. and 5:30 p.m.
Sunday Mass - 8:00 a.m.; 1 0:00 a.m.; and 1 1 :30 a.m.
Voter Registration Information
Any person wishing to register to vote or make additions
or corrections to the checklist should call one of the
Supervisors listed below or fill out an application for
voter registration at the office of theTown Clerk during
her office hours. Supervisorsof theChecklist- Patricia
Allard, Susan Andrus, and Brenda Beer
Emergency Phone Numbers
Auburn Police - 483-2922 If there is not an answer the
call in automatically relayed to the Rockingham Dispatch




Fire Department - 483-2421
Ambulance - 434-2876
Poison Control Mary Hitchcock Hospital -
1 -643-4000 - Antidote information is provided in cases of
accidental poisoning or drug abuse.
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Gerald R. Lacourse - 1983
Mildred I. Gelinas - 1983
David S. Griffin - 1983
Christine Chase O' Neil - 1983
Patricia Allard - 1983
Susan Andrus - 1984
UndiceE. Griffin - 1983
Theobald Therrien - 1983





C. Donald Stritch - 1984
Town Clerk
Mary F. Griffin - 1984
Selectment
DanielJ. Carpenter - 1984
Tax Collector
Linda L Therriault - 1984
Treasurer
Richard P. Miller- 1983
Highway Agent
Joseph P. Stacy- 1983
Library Trustees
David S. Griffin - 1984
Cemetery Trustees
Auburn Village Cemetery
Walter Jamroz - 1984
Longmeadow Cemetery
Davids. Griffin - 1984
TRUST FUND TRUSTEES
Marion Miller - 1984
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Patricia Allard - 1986
AUDITORS
POLICE COMMISSION
William E. Blake - 1984











Representatives to General Court
Harry Flanders
SURVEYOR OF WOOD & TIMBER
Dennis Thorell
Walter Emerson - 1985
Roberta Frisella - 1985
Frank Dollard - 1985
Orrin H.Chase - 1985
Dorothy J. Carpenter - 1985
BrendaBeer - 1988
Robert Benoit - 1984

































James R. Andrus-1983 Alternate




SOUTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE PLANNING COMMISSION REPRESENTATIVES
Daniel J. Carpenter Brenda Beer Donald Marzloff • Alternate
Gene Thomas - Chairman
Patricia Reynolds
RECREATION COMMITTEE













State of New Hampshire
Rockingham, S.S
Totheinhabitantsof the Town of Auburn, in the County
of Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town
Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the gymnasium in
the Auburn Village School in said Auburn on Tuesday,
March the eighth next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, to
act upon the following subjects:
FIRST: To bring your ballots for:
One Selectman for Three Years
Treasurer for One Year
Highway Agent for One Year
One Auditor for Two Year
One Library Trustee for Three Years
One Auburn Village Cemetary Trustee for
Three Years
One Longmeadow Cemetary Trustee for
Three Years
One Trust Fund Trustee for Three Years
One Police Commissioner for Three Years
SECOND: To see if the Town will vote on the following:
Are you infavorof the adoption of the Zoning
Ordinances and Zoning Map as proposed by
the Planning Board? (The adoption of the
above will repeal the present Zoning Ordin-
ances and Zoning Map and replace with the
above.) (Posted in the Town Hall) (On the
Official Ballot)
Polls will be open at 10:00 A.M. and close at 7:00 P.M..
You are also notified to meet on Saturday, March the
twelfth next, at 2:00 p.m. at the Auburn Village School to
consider the following articles:
THIRD: To see if the Town will vote to incur debt for
temporary loans in anticipation of taxes.
FOURTH: To see if the Town will vote to accept such
Trust Funds as may have come in during the year and
Trust Funds as have not been previously accepted.
FIFTH: To see if the Town will vote to use the income of
the H.B. Burnham Fund for the schools or library.
SIXTH: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to accept, in the name of and in behalf of the
Town, gifts for the use of the Town.
SEVENTH: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to dispose of any/or all property acquired by
tax deed, by public sale with the right to accept or reject
all bids.
EIGHTH: To see if the Town will authorize the Board of
Selectmen to make application for and to receive and
spend in the name of the Town, such advances, grant-in-
aide, or other funds for Town purposes as may now, or
hereafter be forthcoming from Federal, State, Local, or
private agencies that would be of benefit to the Town.
NINTH: To see if the Town will vote to collect taxes semi-
annually as provided in RSA 76:1 5-a (Supp. 1981)
TENTH: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to withdraw and discontinue the Capital
Reserve Funds in the name of the Town of Auburn the
balance of the 1 953 Grader Trust Fund, the 1 967 Police
Cruiser Trust Fund, and the 1 970 Fire Truck Trust Fund
and to expend the amounts plus interest received as off-
sets against the Budget. (Approximatelv $2 F,Cin\
ELEVENTH: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate
the sum of eight thousand two hundred and fifty dollars
($8,250) for the Auburn Police Department to purchase a
cruiser.(Amount included inthe Budget.)(Recommended
by the Budget Committee.)
TWELFTH: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
withdrawal of ten thousand (SI 0,000.00) from the Revenue
Sharing Fund established under the provisions of the
Stateand LocalAssistanceActof 1 972 for use as set-offs
against budget appropriations to be raised by taxes. And,
further authorize the Selectmen to make pro-rata reductions
in the amounts if estimated entitlements are reduced and
to take any other action hereon. (For Tarring and Shimming.)
(Amount included in the Budget Recommended by the
Budget Committee.)
THIRTEENTH: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate
twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) for the re-construction
and re-surfacing of Wilson Crossing Road from Nutt Road
to By-Pass 28 and authorize the withdrawal of the
amount required for this purpose from the Federal
Revenue Sharing Fund; and further to authorize the
Selectmen to make any pro-rata reductions in the amounts
if estimated entitlements are reduced or take any action
hereon. (Amount included in the Budget. Recommended
by the Budget Committee. Total amount of project is
$35,000.)
FOURTEENTH: To see if the Town will vote to appro -
priate the sum of nine thousand seven hundred forty-two
dollars and twenty-nine cents ( $9,742.29 ) to be funded
by the State of New Hampshire Additional Highway
Subsidy Funds 1 983 for the re-construction of a portion
of Eaton Hill Road. And, further to authorize the Select-
men to make pro-rata reductions if the amounts of
estimated entitlements are reduced and to take any
action thereon. (Amount included in the Budget. Recom-
mended by the Budget Committee.)
FIFTEENTH: To see if the Town will vote to approve the
following ordinance relating to unvented space heaters:
1. Unvented Space Heaters
In accordance with the provision of NHRSA 158:28
and NHRSA 31 :60-a, unvented space heaters may be
used in accordance with those statutes and with the
regulations promulgated by the State Fire Marshal as
directed by those statutes and as defined therein:
a. In unoccupied structures
2. No person shall sell or offer for sale nor shall any
person install or use an unvented space heater in the
following places:
a. In a retail establishment
b. In any office
c. In any business garage, filling station, public garage,
repair garage, or service station.
d. In any structure unless a competant person is in
attendance
e. In any place of public assembly, educational facility
or medical facility
3. No unvented space hieater may be maintained or
serviced except by the manufacturer's authorized
agents.
4. Permit inspection by local officials of the structure
where the heater is to be used.
5. Installation of smoke/heat detectors in areas where
the heater is to be installed.
6. Installation of an approved fire exinguisher.
7. All unvented space heaters must be, at all times when
in operation, placed upon a non-combustable, non-
heat conductive base. Said base shall be at least 3
feet on all sides.
8. Permits to purchase and operate an unvented space
heater may be obtained f rom the Chief of the Auburn
Fire Department or another officer of the Department
designated by him. If the applicant is not the owner of
the structure in which the unvented space heater is to
be used, a notarized letter from the property owner
must be presented indicating his consent to the use
of the unvented space heater in that structure.
9. The penalties in the proposed zoning ordinances ( #
804 & # 805 ) shall apply to this ordinance.
SIXTEENTH: We, the undersigned, being legal votes in
the Town of Auburn, N.H. do hereby petition the Board of
Selectmen of said Town, to place the following article on
the warrant for the 1983 annual meeting;
ACID RAIN WARRANT ARTICLE
To see if the town will vote to go on record in support of
immediate actions by the Federal Government to control
and reduce acid rain which is harmful to the environment
and economy of Auburn, N.H. and to the health and
welfare of the people of Auburn, N.H.
These actions shall include:
1. Reduce by at least half the major cause of acid rain,
sulfur dioxide emissions, by the year 1990.
2. Conclude negotiations and adopt a treaty with the
government of Canada that will commit both nations to
this same goal.
The record of the vote on this article shall be transmitted to
the New Hampshire Congressional Delegation and to the
President of the United States.
Kathleen A. Perras John W. Perras
Nancy A. Normand Deirdre Cleary
Dan Magdziasz John Thompson
tvlichael Conneally* Winifred E. Sanford
Marion Preston Pauline Lock
Katherine Manning Denise Allain
David S. Jenkins
*lndicates not a registered voter at the time the petition
was submitted.
(Addresses and phone numbers submitted to the Select-
men for indentifiction purposes. On file at the Selectmen's
Office.)
SEVENTEENTH: We the undersigned registered voters
petition the Town of Auburn, New Hampshire to appropriate
the sum of Eight Hundred Thirty One Dollars ($831 .00) to
the Greater Salem Community Action Center which is
part of the Rockingham County Community Action Program,
Inc. a private non-profit Social Service Agency.
This appropriation will help continue and expand such
important programs as; Weatherization; Home Energy
Assistance; Head Start; W.I.C. Program; Family Day Care;
and other forms of assistance.
Thelma Blake Eva B. Harris
Feme Goonan Miss Patricia Trott
Anne M Duggan Dorothy B. Roberts*
B. Roberts* Helen Hurley
Geraldine Joubert Arthur Joubert
Judith A. Riik Joan Joubert
Susan Vaillancourt
1 *lndicates not a registered voter at the time the
was submitted.
(Addresses and phone numbers submitted. On file in
Sel's Office.)
EIGHTEENTH: The undersigned legal residents of the
Town of Auburn, New Hampshire request the Selectmen
to place the following question on the warrant for the
1983 Town Meeting:
"Shall the citizens of the Town of Auburn, New
Hampshire ask members of the New Hampshire
Congressional delegation to support or co-sponsor a
resolution in the United States Congress to; Request
the President of the United States to propose to the
Soviet Union that the United States and the Soviet
Union adopt a mutual freeze on the testing, production,
and deployment of nuclear weapons and of missiles
and new aircraft designed primarily to deliver nuclear
weapons, with verification safeguards satisfactory to
both countries."
Rather than permit the threat of nuclear war to increase,
the United States and the Soviet Union should adopt an
immediate mutual freeze.„in a democracy we are all
responsible for pushing the button.
"I like to believe that people in the long run are going to
do more to promote peace than are governments. I think
that people want peace so much that one of these days
governments had better get out of their way and let them
have it." - President Dwight Eisenhower, 1959.
William E. Thomas Wendy C. Thomas
Bernard M. Lafond Esther Hills
Florence Banks Elizabeth Trombly
Romayne Presutti Nick Jamison
Nancy A. Normand John L. Thompson
Kenneth J. Sanford Winifred E. Sanford
Norman R. Horion* Daniel Magdziasz
Deirdre Cleary
* Indicates not a registered voter at the time the petition
was submitted.
(Addresses submitted. On file in ihe Selectmen's Office.)
NINETEENTH: To hear the report of the Budget Committee
and pass any vote in relation thereto.
TWENTIETH: To transact any other business that may
legally come before the meeting.
Gerald R Lacourse, Chairman
Selectmen of Auburn, N.H. Daniel J. Carpenter
Walter Emerson






Records of Town Meeting - 1982
The annual meeting of the Town of Auburn was called to
order at 1 00 AM. on March 9. 1 982 by Moderator C Donald
Stritch Mr Stritch read the 1982 Town and School Warrants.
The ballot box was examined and the pollswere declared open.
The Moderator announced that the business meeting would
be held on Saturday. March 1 4. 1 982 at 2 p m. as stated in the
warrant. The polls were closed at 7 p.m. There were 432 votes
cast The ballots were counted with the following results;
For Selectmen - Three years
Walter Emerson 377 votes
A smattering of single votes
Walter Emerson having a pleurality of votes cast was declared
elected and in open meeting took the oath of office as
prescribed by law
For Moderator - Two Years
C. Donald Stritch 401 votes
A smattering of single votes
C. Donald Stritch having a pleurality of votes cast was declared
elected and in open meeting took the oath of office as
prescribed by law.
Town Treasurer - One Year
Richard P Miller 379 votes
A smattering of single votes
Richard P Miller having a pleurality of votes cast was declared
elected and in open meeting took the oath of office as
prescribed by law
Highway Agent - One Year
Joseph Stacy 343 votes
John Rolfe 43 votes
Joseph Stacy having a pleurality of votes cast was declared
elected and in open meeting was declared elected and took
the oath of office as described by law
Library Trustee - Three Years
Roberta Frisella 385 votes
A smattering of single votes were cast
Roberta Frisella having a pleurality of votes cast was declared
elected and appeared and took the oath of office as prescribed
by law
Cemetery Trustee - Three Years
(Auburn Village)
Francis J DoMard 398 votes
A smattering of single votes were cast
Francis J. Dollard having a pleurality of votes cast was declared
elected and appeared and took the oath of office as prescribed
by law
Supervisor of Checklist - Six Years
Susan Andrus 141 votes
Brenda Beer 271 votes
Brenda Beer having a pleurality of votes cast was declared
elected and in open meeting took the oath of office as
prescribed by law.
For Cemetery Trustee - Three Years - (Longmeadow)
Orrin H Chase 404 votes
A smattering of single votes
Orrin H Chase having a pleurality of votes cast was declared
elected and m open meeting took the oath of office as
prescribed by law.
-I
For Cemetery Trustee • Two Years - (Longmeadow Cemetery)
Christine Chase ONeil 380 votes
There was one other single vote
Christine O'Neil having a pleurity of votes cast was declared
elected and in open meeting took the oath of office as
prescribed by law
Trust Fund Trustee - Three Years
Dorothy J Carpenter 390 votes
A smattering of single votes
Dorothy J. Carpenter having a pleurality of votes cast was
declared elected and m open meeting the oath of office as
prescribed by law.
Auditor - Two Years
Robert Benoit 370 votes
Robert Benoit having a pleurality of votes cast was declared
elected and appeared to take the oath of office as prescribed
by law.
Auditor - One Year
Undice E. Griffm 370 votes
A smattering of single votes
Undice Griffin having a pleurality of votes cast was declared
elected and m open meeting took the oath of office as
prescribed by law
Police Commissioner - Three Years






Anthony Giammarco having a pleurality of votes cast was
declared elected and in open meeting took the oath of office as
prescribed by law
Article 2: Zoning (Provisions of RSA 72:43-f adjusted elderly
exemptions)
Yes 126 No 25
The Yes votes being a maiority Article 2 is passed.
Articles: Zoning Ordinances and Zoning Map This Article was
deleted prior to the annual election
The annual business meeting was called to order by Moderator
C. Donald Stritch at 2 P.M on March 1 4. 1 982 Mr Stritch read
the results of the election on March 9. 1 982 Mr Lacourse read
a statement concerning the withdrawal of Article 3. Mr Stritch
called on Rev Hubert J. Topliff for the invocation.
Article4. (Temporary Loans) Motion was made by Philip Huiar
that the article be adopted as printed in the warrant. Second by
John Davis. Vote was in the affirmative and Article 4 was
passed.
Article 5. (Trust Funds) Marion Miller moved that Article 5 be
accepted. Second by Daniel Trombly Vote was in the affirmative
and Article 5 was adopted
Article 6. (H B. Burnham Fund) David Griffm moved that the
H.B. Burnham Fund be used for the library Mr Therrien
seconded the motion Article 6 was passed
Article 7. (Gifts) Mr, Lacourse moved that Article 7 be adopted
as printed in the report. Second by Mr Biron Article 7 was
adopted.
Article 8. (Tax Sale) Mrs. Therriault moved that ttie article be
adopted as printed In the warrant. Second by Mrs Marzloff
Article 8 adopted as read and moved.
ArticleQ. (ApplicatlonforGrants) DanlelCarpentermovedthat
Article 9 be adopted as printed. Second by Barbara Lee. Article
9 adopted as read and moved.
Article 10 (Margate Drive) Mr Donald Dollard moved that we
accept Article 1 as printed. Second by Mr Durand. Discussion
followed. Motion was made by Mr Mason to postpone Article
10 Second by Mr Sullivan. Motion passed.
Article 1 1 . (Revenue Sharing) Mr Stacy moved the article be
accepted as printed. Seconded by Mrs. Tardiff. Mr Trombly
moved the question. Article is adopted as printed.
Article 1 2. (Police Radios) Lloyd Wood moved that Article 1 2
be accepted as printed. Second by Theobald Therrien. Mr
Wood explained the need for the radios. Mr Biron moved the
question. Article is adopted.
Article 13. (Highway Subsidy- Raymond Road) Joseph Stacy
moved that Article 13 be adopted as read. Second by Mr
Trombly. Article 13 adopted as printed.
Article 14. (Trust Funds) Mr Hu jar moved that we adopt Article
14 as prmted. Second by Mrs. Jacobs. Article is adopted.
Article 15. (Sun Valley Petition) Mr MacKay moved that Article
15 be adopted as printed. Second by Mr Heald. Discussion
followed Mr Trombley moved the question Article failed
At this time Mr Stritch thanked Patricia Jamroz for 1 8 years of
service as Supervisor of the Checklist. He introduced Susan
Andrus who has been appointed to replace Arthur Butts who
has resigned.
Article 16. (Community Action) Mrs. MacDonald moved that
Article 16 be adopted as printed. Second by Mrs. Hebert.
Moderator introduced Joseph Wheeler a member of the Board
of Directors who explained the program. Mr Durand moved the
question. Article 16 was defeated.
Article 1 7. (Gypsy Moth) Gary Testa moved that Article 1 7 be
adopted as printed. Second by Mrs. Jacobs. Discussion followed.
Mr Davis moved the question. Article 17 was defeated.
At this time Mr. Stritch introduced Harry Flanders. Represent-
ative to the General Court. Mr Flanders addressed the body.
Article 18. (Budget) Mr Biron moved that the budget in the
amount of $498,740 74 be adopted. Second by Mr Andrus.
Mrs. Davis moved to amend the article by deleting $4,007.00
for the Visiting Nurse Assoc. Second by Mr. Durand. Discussion
followed. Mr Flanders moved the question. Second by Mr
Smith. The amendment was defeated. Further discussion on
the budget followed. Mr. Sullivan moved the question Vote was
in the affirmative and the budget in the amount of $498,740 74
was passed for 1982.
Article 19. (Other Business) Mr Lacourse thanked Mr Philip
Huiar for his many years of service to the Town of Auburn Mr
Hujar is retiring from the Board of Selectmen.
Mr Stritch requested that all Town Officers come before the
Town Clerk to be sworn in.
Mr Senechal moved that the meeting be adjourned. Meeting




At the close of the meeting the following appeared and took
oath as prescribed by law:
Herbert Chase and Christine O'Neil as Trustees of the Long-
meadow Cemetary for Three and Two year terms respectively.
Undice E Griffin as Auditor for one year Susan Andrus as
Supervisor of the Checklist to fill the unexpired term of Arthur
Butts Brenda Beer as Supervisor of the Checklist for six years.
Joseph Stacy as Highway Agent. Richard Miller as Treasurer.
Walter Emerson as Selectmen for three years.
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Detailed Statement of Payments
Town Officer's Salaries
Gerald R. Lacourse, Selectman
Planning & Zoning
Robyn-Le Kohut. Planning Board Sec,
Eva A Lunnle, ZB.A. Sec.
Margaret M Neveu. ZB A. Sec
Postage Reimbursement to Secretaries
Manchester Union Leader. Legal Ads
Reimbursement for Workshops
F. Russell Sullivan. Zoning Officer
Postmaster. Master Plan Postage
Surveying - Layout - Forestry. Tax Maps
Thomas F Moran. Inc.. Land research & Court
Atty Alex Komandis. Legal Fees
Wadleigh. Starr. Peters, Dunn, and Kohl,
Legal Fees
Kopy Korner. Zoning Ordinance Books & Copying
Frank Wise Lock and Keys for PB File
Paul Marzloff. Reimbursement for Supplies
Legal Expenses
Wadleigh, Starr, Peters, Dunn, and Kohl. Legal fees
Advertising and Regional Association
Southern I\lew Hampshire Planning Commission. Dues
New Hampshire Municipal Association. Dues
Contingency Fund
Jerry f^ Walls, Appraiser
Police Department
Lloyd P Wood. Chief
Alexander Castora. Special Officer
Edward Dauphinais. Special Officer
Gary Fischer. Special Officer
George Groce, Special Officer
Leonard Leclair, Special Officer
John Manni. Special Officer
Real Mongeau. Special Officer
Joseph Ober. Special Officer
Edward Picard, Special Officer
Norman St, Onge, Special Officer
Michael Willett Special Officer
Mary E. Rolfe. Secretary
Lloyd P Wood. Expenses
Blue Cross-Blue Shield
N H Retirement System. Town's Share
New England Tel , Telephone service
Postmaster, stamps
Ferdinando Insurance. Liability & Auto Insurance
Manchester Water Works, gasoline
Auburn Supermarket, gasoline
Al Whitworth. photos
Auburn Supermarket, photos & supplies
Or. Guillermo Brena, physicals
Scott Komaridis, witness Fee
Edward Picard, witness Fee
June Eaton, census
Equity Publishing Corp., law books
Spaulding Co, office supplies
Sargent-sowell.Bol supplies
Willett Assoc. BoL supplies
1.154.94
Sundeen Lumber Co, building repairs
A.W. Therrien Co., roofing materials
Laliberte Septic Service, sewer service
Roland Senechal, Reimb. roofing supplies
Auburn Fire Department., reimb. for paint
General Electric Supply, building maint.
Lament Labs, cleaning supplies
Ray Beauchesne, Reimb. bidg. supplies
Milligan & Currier, bIdg. maint.
Manchester Overhead Door, bIdg. maint.
Colonial Supply Co., Equip, repairs
John Rolfe, reimb. supplies
Conway Associates. Equip, repairs
R.L Service, Inc., Equip, repairs
Daniel Trombly, reimb. supplies
Bruce Phillips, reimb. supplies
Wright Communications, radio repairs
Cen-Com, radio repairs
(Motorola Inc, new radios
Rockingham Electronics, new radios
Bergeron Associates, new equipment
Jaffrey Fire Protection Co, new equipment
Gorham Fire Equip. Co. new equipment
Fitzpatrick Printers, office supplies
Susan Anderson, reimb, office supplies
Tom- Ray, office supplies
Globe Firefighters Suits, clothing
Emergency Medical Supply, rescue squad supplies
United Divers, Inc., rescue squad supplies
N.H. Medical Supply, rescue squad supplies
Adco Surgical Supply Co., rescue squad supplies
Bound Tree Corp., rescue squad supplies
Oklahoma State University, Fire Training
International Fire Service Training, fire training
Martin Sullivan, reimb. fire training
Daniel Trombly, reimb. fire training
Dawn Cronin, reimb. instructor's course
Paul Therrien, reimb. rescue training
Lorraine Senechal, reimb. first aid training
Dorothy Wilson, M.A.S.T course
Alfred F. Cote, first aid course
Burpee. Griffin & Perkins/Kendall Ins, liability & equip.
Forest Fire
Reimbursement to A V.F D Firemen
Civil Defense














All States Asphalt, Inc., road mix





F, Russell Sullivan, Health Officer
Hospitals and Ambulances
Southern N,H, Emergency Medical Service,
Ambulance Service
Animal Control Dog Officer
Animal Rescue League, disposal of dogs
Judith Anthony, dog pound
Hooksett Veterinary Clinic, medical services
Clifford Cote, Dog Officer
Frank Wise, Jr, dog teed
Paul Sanford, Dog Officer
Tow/n of Chester, board for dogs
Vital Statistics
Mary F Griffin, Town Clerk
Visting Nurse Association
3520































































Report of Town Clerk




December 31 , 1982
(June 30, 1983)
DR.
Uncollecteil Taxes - Beginning of Fiscal Year
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Land Use Ctiange Taxes
Yield Taxes
Sewer Rents
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock Taxes









Interest Collected on Delinquent
Property Taxes




For The Year Ended December 31 , 1 982














Report of Cemetery Trustees
Auburn Village Cemetery, 1982
Receipts
Jan 1 Balance on Hand (Checking Account) 1.260.84
(Savings Account) 572.43
Russell & Jacqueline Lawrence (Lot 22-B) 200.00
Interest on Trust Funds 612.13
CedricS Mildred Preston (Lot E-Page 14) 400.00
Roberts Frances Shea (Lot 21-A) 200.00
Partial Payment (Lot B-Page 3) 100.00
Partial Payment (Lot 25) 100.00
Partial Payment (Lot B-Page 3) 100.00
Daniels Mildred Gelinas (Lot 20) 400.00
Final Payment (Lot B-Page3) 200.00
Pauls Mary Bourbeau





























Bradlee's - Lawn Mower
Jutras Signs - New Flag








Operating Expenses tor Year
Gas, Oil, Spark plugs, Points,




























Report of Treasurer of the
Longmeadow Cemetery Trustees




Received from Trust Funds







Report of the Librarian




























Tuesday- 6;30 - 8:00 P.M.
Friday- 2:00- 5:00 P.M.
Saturday- 10:00 A.M.- 1:00 P.M.
483-5374
Once again this past summer a very successful story
and craft hour was run for pre-schoolers on Saturday
mornings. If enough interest is indicated there will be
another program this summer. The program runs 6 weeks
with the only requirement being pre-registration with the
librarian.
* Any resource book requests should be filed two weeks
priorto report due date with the librarian to insure book
availability.
**Penalty for failure to return a book is a fine of the
purchase price to replace the book and possible loss of
library privileges.
Help us to help the library work for you. We strongly
need your support and any and all donations. Thanks to
all who gave so generously this past year.
Work is under way to have a receptical placed in front
of the library for patrons to return books during unopen




Report of tlie Treasurer
of the Griffin Free Public Library
Receipts
Balance on Hand 1/1/82






































of Greater Manchester, Inc.
1982 Report of Services
to Auburn
Whenever illness or Injury threatens a person's quality of life,
it becomes the responsibility of the family and community to
respond with care and support in order to return that person to
the peak of health. It is also the community and family's
responsibility to promote the health of all persons.
The Visiting Nurse Association-Home Health Agency of
Greater Manchester, Inc. is a part of the vital community that
provides assistance in our health and human service system. It
is a voluntary, nonprofit home health agency dedicated to the
promotion, prevention of disease and care of the sick in 5
towns: Auburn, Bedford, Candia Goffstown, Hooksett and the
City of Manchester.
Since our beginning in 1897, our role has been to meet the
changing needs of community health care delivery. The Agency
is nationally accredited by the National League for Nursing/
American Public Health Association, Medicare and Medicaid
certified and a United Way Agency. The Agency provides 24
hour home care services.
During this past year, Mrs. Meg Stack Geraghty, a resident of
Auburn, served on the Board of Directors.
The Agency is supported by various funding sources. Services
are provided within the resources of the Agency. Attempts are
made to provide necessary services without regard to ability to
pay. The town appropriation is vital to the continuation of
services to the residents of Auburn. Fees are discussed on the
initial visit and a sliding scale is used when full fee is not possible.
Agency services are provided by many different kinds of staff
members: licensed Professional Nurses, registered Physical
Therapists, registered Occupational Therapists, registered
Speech Therapists, registered Nutritionists, Social Workers,
certified Home Health Aides, homemakers, companions and
personal care assistants.
Our home health care program continues to be the largest
program of the Agency. This program allows the patients to
receive high quality professional care in the privacy and
comfort of their own home which contributes significantly to
the patient's rate of recovery.
For many patients, this part-time approach to health care
delivery has become increasingly recognized as a more effective,
less costly alternative to coventional round the clock hospital-
ization or care in a nursing home.
During this past year, the Agency has increased its services
to the terminally ill patients and their families who have made
the decision that they would like to have their remaining days
together at home and to live them as fully as possible.
Preventive health services of the agency, one designed to
promote and maintain a level of "wellness" assists the community
and its members to function at full potential. During this past
year the Agency provided Immunization Clinics, Adults Health
Screening Programs, including Blood Pressure Screenings,
Foot Care Clinics, and Occupational Health Services to industries
Walk in blood pressure screening and health counseling/
teaching is provided Monday - Friday from 1 - 4 p.m. at the
office, 194 Concord Street, Manchester.
The Agency's Maternal and Child Health Services Program
experienced some reduction in services during the past year.
The Agency's resources have been used primarily for the high
risk families, including pregnant adolescent and teenage
mothers.
During the past year in Auburn, the Agency served 32 in the
home care program and made 199 nursing visits, 92 (132
hours) Homemakers/Home Health Aide visits, and 1 5 rehabil-
itation therapy and other visits. 1 4.5 hours of clinics were also
held in Auburn.
The total value of services rendered to Auburn residents
during 1 982 was$9,006. Some of these services were covered
by town appropriations of $4007, Agency acquired grants.




Statement of Revenues and Expenditures
Period January 1, 1982 to December 31, 1982























1983 - 84 School Warrants and Budgets
1981 - 82 Annual School Reports
OFFICERS OF THE AUBURN SCHOOL DISTRICT
















ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENTS OF SCHOOLS
Donald J. Beaudette
Edward W. Donovan
DIRECTOR OF SPECIAL SERVICES
Carol R. Davis
Administrative Office: School Administrative Unit #15
RFD #7, 150 Farmer Road
Hooksett, New Hampshire 03104
603-622-3731
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Auburn School District Warrant
State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the School District, in the Town of
Auburn, New Hampshire, qualified to vote in district
affairs.:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Auburn Village
School in said district, on the 1 1 th day of March. 1 983. at




To hear the report of agents, auditors and committees
or officers chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
2. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School
Board to apply for, accept and expend, without further
action by the School District Meeting, money from the
state, federal or other governmental unit or a private
source which becomes available during the 1983-84
school fiscal year provided that such expenditure be
made for purposes for which a School District may
appropriate money and that such expenditure not
require the expenditure of other School District funds.
Further, that the School Board hold a public hearing
prior to accepting and spending such money.
3. To choose one Auburn voter to serve as a member of
the Auburn-Candia-Hooksett School Districts Staff
Development Committee for two years.
4. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Three Hundred Forty-Two Thousand Four
Hundred Sixteen and 00/1 00 ($342,4 16.00) Dollars to
fund all cost items relating to teachers' salaries and
benefits for the 1983-84 school year, Twenty-Seven
Thousand Six Hundred Twenty-Three and 00/100
($27,623.00) Dollars of such representing additional
salaries and benefits attributable to the increase in
salaries and benefits over those obligations payable
under the first year of the Collective Bargaining Agree-
ment entered into by the School Boardand the Auburn
Education Association. (This is the second year of a
two-year contract.) (recommended)
5. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise
and appropriate for the support of schools, for the
payment of salaries and benefits for school district
officials and agents other than benefits and salaries
payable to teachers; and, for the payment of the
statutory obligations of the District.
Given u nder our hands at said Auburn, New Hampshire,
this day of February, 1983.







Results of balloting at Auburn School District:
Moderator for One Year C. Donald Stritch
Clerk for One Year Marcia Trombly
Treasurer for One Year Nancy H. Gagnon
School Board Member for
Three Years William H. Wood
On vote to change terms of school district clerk,
moderator and treasurer from one year to three years, the







of the School Board
Auburn School District
Auburn. New Hampshire
We have examined the combined financial statement ancJ
the individual fund and account group financial statements ol
the Auburn School District as of and for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1 982. as listed m the foregoing table of contents. Our
examination was made in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards and accordingly, included such tests of the
accounting records and such other auditing procedures as we
considered necessary in the circumstances.
As described in Note 1 B, the combined financial statements
referred to above do not include financial statements of the
General Fixed Asset Group of Accounts, which should be
included to conform with generally accepted accounting pnnciples
In Our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed
Asset Group of Accounts results in an incomplete presentation
as explained m the above paragraph, the combined financial
statements and the individual fund and account group financial
statements referred to above present fairly the financial position
of the Auburn School District at June 30. 1 982, and the results
of Its operations for the year then ended, m conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles applied on a tjasis
consistent with that of the preceding year.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an
opinion on the combined financial Statements taken as a whole
and on the individual fund and account group financial statements
The accompanying financial information listed as supplemental
schedules m the table of contents is presented for purposes of
additional analysis and is not a required part of the compmed
financial statements of the Auburn School District. The inform-
ation has been subjected to the auditing procedures aopiied m
the examination of the compmed individual fund and account
group financial statements and. in ouropimon. is fairly stated in
all material respects m relation to the combined financial
statements taken as a whole.
September 9. 1982
Killion. Plodzik & Sanderson
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REVENUES & CREDITS AVAILABLE
TO REDUCE SCHOOL TAXES
770 Unreserved Fund Balance
3120 Sweepstakes
3210 School Building Aid
3230 Driver Education
3240 Handicapped Aid
441 ECIA, Chap. 2 (Block Grant)
4460 Child Nutrition Program
1500 Earnings on Investments
Other
Driver Ed.(Rent, hand trans.)
Bus Fares
School Lunch
TOTAL SCHOOL REVENUES & CREDITS
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT














Auburn District School IVIeeting
March 12, 1982
School district meeting called to order at 8 P.M. by
Moderator, C. Donald Stritch. The results of balloting on
March 9, 1982, and the school warrant were read.
Article #1
Mr. Robert Lewis, Chairman, made the motion to accept
the article as read, Mr. Biron seconded the motion. No
discussion the moderator called for a vote. It was declared
Yes and so passed.
Article #2
Inappropriate to be legislated tonight. Candia and
Hooksett voted down.
Article #3
Marion Preston made the motion to accept the article
as read, Mr. Miller seconded the motion. No discussion
the moderator called for the vote. It was declared yes and
so passed.
Article #4
Robert Lewis, Chairman made the motion to accept the
article as read. Mr. Greeb seconded the motion. Mrs.
Jacob asked that an explanation be given as to what the
$1 9,294.00 is for. Robert Lewis explained the increases
regarding contracts with teachers, there is no increase in
benefit level, all for salary increase over two year period.
The question was moved. It was declared yes and so
passed.
Article #5
Beverly White made the motion to accept the article as
read. Roland White seconded. Mr. Chase asked questions
on the cost of the bus. Mrs. White explained comparable
to Memorial and Central bus. Mrs. Davis asked questions
on bus routes to High Schools, cost etc. Much discussion
followed. It was recommended to try for one year and see
how goes. Dan Trombly moved the question. It was
declared yes and so passed.
Article #6
Maurice Biron, Chariman Budget Committee moved
the budget be accepted $1,338,209.49. Remove (other
than) to include benefit and salaries in Article #6 to
correct error. Robert Lewis ammended budget to add
cost of the bus in Article #5. Beverly White seconded the
motion. The Article was ammended to include $9,200.00
for Article #5. Mrs. Tardiff seconded. Mr. Davis moved
question. Ammendment passed.
Article 6 now reads to raise SI .347,409.49. Mrs. Davis
asked questions on why $100,000.00 jump for regular
programs over last year. Salary teachers, computer and
tuition given as explanation Mrs. Davis ammended budget
by $1 7,000.00. Mr. Durand seconded. The question was
moved on ammendment. A show of hand vote was called
for. All in favor of delete $17,000.00 from budget. Yes
38 No 24. Ammendment passed. $1,330,409.49 vote
on budget. Mr. Durand made motion to eliminate $422.00
from budget. Mrs. Jacob seconded. N.H. Ed. Television
network programs. A vote was called for. It was declared
No. Further discussion followed. Mr. Gagnon moved
Article to vote on $1 ,330,409.49. It was declared yes and
so passed.
The meeting was adjourned at 10 P.M. when Alex







State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the School District, in the Town of
Auburn, New Hampshire, qualified to vote in District
affairs;
You are herby notified to meet at the Auburn Village
School in said district, on the eighth day of March, 1 983,




To choose a Moderator for the ensuing three years.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing three years.
3. To choose a member of the School Board for the
ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
Given underourhandsatsaidAuburn, NewHampshire,








The American people, since colonial times, have had an
abiding faith in the power of education. While the process
of educating the young was then at an informal level and
primarily accomplished by the family, one could say that it
was universal in the sense that virtually all were trained to
make some contribution to the welfare of the family. To be
sure, there were instances in which an individual was
unable to engage in some effort, but in the main a
contribution was made, whether it was large or small.
With the advent of the industrial revolution life sud-
denly became very complex. Not only did society begin to
realize that the family unit could no longer provide an
essential education, but as a result of the introduction of
more efficient machinery and legislation designed to
eliminate child labor, more and more children found their
way to school. In spite of the fact that nearly everyone
subscribed to the democratic principle of an education
for all, its application fell short of the goal of universality.
Not only did some leave school at an early age, but the
scope of education was narrow in relation to the needs to
be served. Those with handicaps more often than not
were completely deprived of an education and even
those who were able to attend school under normal
conditions frequently did not participate on an equality of
opportunity basis.
As the years passed and an increasing amount of social
legislation was enacted, the demands on public edu-
cation grew in proportion. Initially funded at the federal
level there were some voluntary programs that eventually
had to be under-written at the local level or dropped.
Other programs were mandated by both the federal and
state governments and either were inadequately funded
or imposed on the local district to implement. That the
programs were desirable and of merit was not disputed.
Public concerns were expressed related to the ability of
school districts to accomplish the tasks mandated. Some
larger districts already had undertaken steps to provide a
measure of opportunity and meeting additional require-
ments did not involve much more per pupil effort because
of the numbers involved. Conversely, smaller districts,
without the same resources as their large counterparts,
suddenly found themselves in the position of having to
meet new demands without additional funds.
Today, not only are districts being asked to provide
facilities and services for school-age children, but legis-
lation pertaining to the welfare of children is becoming
broader and, in some cases, includes provisions for
preschool children. Two recent pieces of legislation, one
enacted by the state and the other by the federal
government, serve to illustrate this movement. It is
emphasized that the merits of such legislation are not an
issue in this report.
In 1965, the New Hampshire General Court took action
which required every handicapped child between the
ages of five and twenty-one and capable of being bene-
fited by instruction, to attend an approved school pro-
gram to which he may be assigned by the local school
board. If necessary, such education was to be made
available until the individual reached the age of twenty-
one years. Small districts, for the most part unable to
support proper programs, usually arranged to have the
child attend a school, often outside of the district, which
provided a specialized education. The tuition liability of
the district was equivalent to the state average tuition for
the previous year.
The 1 973 session of the state legislature modified the
original statutes that dealt with the handicapped in a
number of ways, the most notable of which made all
preschool children eligible, regardless of age, at the
same time requiring the State Board of Education to
assume responsibility for tuition which exceeded the
state average per pupil cost. With a statute that made it
mandatory to provide some type of program for all handi-
capped children up to the age of twenty-one years, it
seemed that finally parents and school districts would
obtain relief.
Such was not the case, however, for in the same breath
that the General Court enacted legislation requiring a
broadening of opportunities, it failed to provide the funds
for implementation. This raised a host of questions as to
who was going to assume financial responsibility for
costs above the state average. By law the local district
could pay no more than the state average cost, but the
state department of education had no money to assume
responsibility for any payments in excess. In 1974, the
statutes were amended to give the local school board
authority to pay more than the state average tuition cost,
at the same time allowing the state department of
education to assume some of the tuition cost on a pro-
rated basis if any funds were left over after meeting other
obligations.
The net effect of this legislation is that the local districts
must assume responsibility for providing an equality of
educational opportunity for all children from birth to
twenty-one years of age. Given the option of establishing
programs within the schools or tuitioning to other
schools, school boards are faced with increasing instruct-
ional costs; not only has the population to be served
increased, but the cost of providing specialized curricula
often is considerably higher than than of the traditional
program.
Somewhat different in thrust is Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1 972, which represents civil rights legi-
slation recently enacted by Congess. While it deals with
sex discrimination, of particular interest is the section
which concerns the treatment of students. Many schools
have in fact already met the intent of the law in some
measure. One example is the requirement that no
courses can be offered exclusively for girls or boys; some
schools now have open enrollments and actively encou-
rage participation of both sexes in what traditionally has
been a segregated offering. While there could be add-
itional costs related to this arrangement, the larger
effect will be found in the area of athletics. It will now be
the schools responsibility to provide athletic oppor-
tunities in such sports and through such teams as will
most effictively equalize opportunities for members of
both sexes. Unless the program is eliminated, the effect
of this legislation will be to increase the amount of money
appropriated locally for athletics.
Traditionally, the state has been responsible for edu-
cation. In most states much of the responsibility for actual
organization and administration of schools has been
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delegated to the local districts. New Hampshire residents
have taken pride In their local schools over the years and
have had the satisfaction of being able to determine the
policies which governed their operation. More recently
an increasing amount of legislation at both the state and
federal levels has had the effect of reducing the extent of
control which the community has been able to exercise
over its educational program. If one examines educ-
ational legislation over the years, there can be no
question but that much has been enacted as a result of
what some group perceived as a need. Of concern, as
expressed by not a few, is that the capacity of local
districts is such that it is becoming increasingly difficult to
adequately support all programs that are desirable as
well as legislated.
1 982 saw the expiration of the Staff Development Plan
of professional staff members in the School Districts of
Auburn, Candia and Hooksett. A new plan covering 1 982
through 1987 has been written and the school districts
are currently operating under the revised plan.
The accountability or competency testing program as it
is often called has continued in Auburn, the results being
very good. Competency tests are again being admin-
istered during the current school year.
We had a very low teacher turnover in Auburn during
the past school year and this is most gratifying. Auburn is
in position of having a competent and experienced
school staff which is working very successfully with your
children.
Computer education is an area that has seen consid-
erable expansion in the Auburn Village School over the
past year. Mr Bourque and members of his staff have
worked with students on the function of the computer,
computer literacy, and computer programming.
The 1981-82 academic year marked a greater effort to
coordinate and consolidate the buying power of the four
SAD # 1 5 school districts. As a result of thisconsolidation,
the Auburn School District was able to realize substantial
savings in such areas as art, office and scholar supplies;
bakery and dairy products; microcomputer hardware,
school furniture and equipment; and heating oil. Plans
are underway to refine this process in 1982-83, and to
extend it to include athletic, audio-visual and custodial
supplies and equipment.
Two major construction projects were completed
during the summer of 1981: the renovation of the second
storyof Auburn Village School and the replacement of the
gymnasium roof.
The renovation project was an outgrowth of a Needs
Study Committee recommendation to convert the open-
concept area into individual classrooms. As a result, the
fourth, fifth and sixth grade classes are now housed in six
separate classrooms and a seventh room is being utilized
as an instructional area for students with reading
problems. Now the students In the intermediate grades-
just as with all other students in the Auburn Village
School-have the educational benefit of classrooms free
from the noise and distraction of other classes. In add-
ition to this educational benefit, increased ceiling insul-
ation and an improved ventilation system should result in
energy savings in the years to come.
The replacement of the gymnasium roof also provided
Auburn with a double benefit. Not only does the single
membrane roof have a ten year manufacturer's
warrantee, but the increased insulation in this new
roofing system means further energy savings.
While the start of the 1 981-82 academic year marked
the completion of two major construction projects, the
end of the year signaled the beginning of a third oroject.
In June, the New Hampshire Water Supply and Pollution
Control Commission (NHWSPCC) tested the surface
water in vicinity of the leach field and found that it had a
high coliform bacteria count. Both NHWSPCC officials
and an independent consulting engineer retained by the
Auburn School District Board stated that the leach field
was failing and needed to be replaced with a new system
conforming to State standards.
After receiving unanimous approval from the Auburn
Budget Committee, the Auburn School Board filed an
application with the New Hampshire State Board of
Education requesting authority to make an emergency
expenditure of approximately $42,000 to construct a new
septic system. The State Board ruled in favor of this
application and, after requesting bids for the project,
construction began in August 1982.
The project was completed in October 1 982 for a total
cost of $42,285. Since the New Hampshire Department
of Revenue Administration reduced Auburn School District's
1981-82 unreserved fund balance (unspent monies)
applied toward the succeeding year's assessment) by a




The school population of September 8, 1981, was 407
and when school closed in June, it was 410.
An on going review of a specific curriculum area is
planned for each school year. The intent of this program is
to keep curriculum current and insure that minimum
competencies are being taught at appropriate grade
levels.
During the 1981-82 school year the teachers reviewed
the Social Studies curriculum and made recommended
adjustments to make sure that specific skills and concepts
will be introduced, reinforced, and finally mastered. Follow-
ing the curriculum review, textbooks were recommended
for adoption to help provide the necessary continuity
for grade level to grade level forthe 1982-83 school year.
l\/lrs. Kupovics has been in charge of the Academically
Talented Program at the 7th and 8th grade level. The
program has been in operation for one year and was part
of an adaptive/adoptive grant from Title JVC. The Title IVC
office has reviewed the program and has designated our
school as a model development site. Educators from
Derry Junior High School and Salem Elementary, along
with people from other school districts, have visited our
program.
Another program that has been recognized by the
State Department of Education is the New Hampshire
History and Government curriculum developed by Carol
Gosselin and the Social Studies Committee.
The 1982-83 curriculum review will focus on science.
Our athletic program provides a valuable experience
for the students of Auburn. Students may participate in
soccer, boys' and girls' basketball, baseball, Softball, and
cheerleading. The experiences gained in a team sport are
a valuable lesson for life. The student's conduct both at
home and away have been something we all can be proud
of.
A regularly scheduled painting and repair program is
planned every year. This insures the proper upkeep of the
existing building.
The roof over the 4th-6th grade area has been rebuilt
and recommendations for further roof work will be made
for the 1983-84 budget.
The security system installed three years ago has been
up-dated and minor adjustments made. The present
system provides a direct signal to the Rockingham
Sheriff's Department and the Auburn Police Department.
Recent tests have indicated reaction time of approximately
3-5 minutes once the alarm has been sounded.
To continue with energy conservation measures, two
fans have been installed in the ceiling of the gym. These
two fans are capable of moving 10,000 CFM. According to
the energy report, these fans can provide a savings of 1 0-
30% in heating costs.
The system works on a very simple concept. Heat rises
and dissipates through the roof, leaving relatively cool
floor temperatures. Using the fan system will eliminate
this heat stratification by constantly circulating the
heat down to equalize the temperature from floor to
ceiling. The equalizing of temperature reduces the fre-
quency which heaters are called upon to produce heat.
This reduces your heating costs
An on going program to replace classroom desks and
chairs has taken place, along with an on going program to
repair existing units. With the high cost of school furniture
an on going program seems wise and appropriate.
The Superintendent of Schools, under the direction of
the School Board, has set up a program called Ivlanage-
ment By Objectives. During the 1 982-83 school year, the




By the end of the 1 982-83 school year the Auburn
School Principal and the school staff will develop a
writing program for each grade level for the purpose
of improving student writing and coordinating
teacher instruction of writing.
2. By the end of the 1982-83 school year the Auburn
School Principal and the school staff will design
specific strategies for implementation of the Account-
ability Management Plan which will identify and
remediate weaknesses in the curriculum and individ-
ual student performance as demonstrated by the
results obtained from the annual administration of
the competency tests in grades 4 and 8.
3. By the end of the 1 982-83 school year the Auburn
School Principal and the school staff will review and
recommend the adoption of a science curriculum for
grades 1-8.
I have set up commitees to work on developing and
recommendmg the implementation of specific programs
that meet the intent of the objectives listed. In-Service
Days provide part of the necessary time for committees
and individual teachers to carry out the directives issued
by the school administrator.
Graduation excersiseswere held on Tuesday, June 22,
1982, when sixty-two students received diplomas. The
guest speaker was Dr. tVlary R. Scerra, Dean of White
Pines College Honors speakers were Von Sanborn.
Jonathan Dollard, and Susan Lord. Departmental awards
went to Alison Guimond, Social Studies: Von Sanborn,
Science; Susan Lord, English; Jonathan Dollard, IVIath-
ematics. Honor student award went to Von Sanborn.
P.TA. Award- tVlost Improved went to Daniel Boyce. Millie
Preston Service Award went to Gail Desfosses. School
Board Award-Citizenship Award went to Jacqueline
Morin.
Mrs. Barbara Dittmer, President of the Citizens Schol-
arship Fund of Auburn, made the presentation of the first
annual Millie Preston Scholarship Fund Award to Diane
Doyon. Diane plans to pursue a medical career at Hofstra
University in Hamstead, New York. Good luck Diane !!
I would like to thank the parents, faculty, staff, students.
School Board Members, the Superintendent of Schools
and his staff, and those other members of the community
whose efforts have been extremely valuable in the
support of good education.
A Thought On the Times
The democratic way of life is an invaluable process
designed to allow people to express ones thoughts and
establish a fair and reasonable method to providing the
rules and funding necessary to provide for the survival of
our societies well being.
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The educational portion of society had fallen on hard
times. The survival of the quality of the educational
programs demand reasonable levels of scrutiny and
funding.
If this vital democratic process is pursued openly and
with the guidance of competent leadership, then the
survival of our educational system will be maintained.
We must remember that the educational system we
have in place reflects a microcosm of the society of the
times.
Report of the School Board
Education is the prime goal of your School Board and
our interest is to search for the best possible ways of
accomplishment.
The constant mcrease m educational costs is of vital
interest to each tax payer and your Board spends many
long hours trying to get the most out of each dollar.
It appears that the results of the competency program
instituted in 1980-81 is meeting the responsibility of
teaching basic skills in Math. Language Arts, and Social
Studies.
Our Social Studies curriculum has been revised this
past year with a new series being introduced Into our
present system.
We have been extremely fortunate in having our
present administrator and staff, who with no cost to the
district, were instrumental in establishing a computer
program with excellent response from our students. It is
our sincere wish that support from local groups will
enable this program to continue to grow and serve more
and more of our students.
Professional development is important to our system of
education and this year a five year plan was prepared for
Auburn, Candia, and Hooksett and is currently in oper-
ation.
OurSpecial Education program isof great concern with
revenue losses and mandated requirements from both
State and Federal Government
Our septic system has been corrected and we trust the
Primary Playground area can be considered as a good
COMMUNITY PROJECT for all interested citizens. This
area is extremely wet for a playground for little tots. A
group of willing workers, a few trucks, and some equip-
ment could make this project a reality. HOW ABOUT IT
''?'''?' Let's hear from all you good people PLEASE.
In closing, I thank Ray Bourque, our Principal, our
Teaching Staff, who do an outstanding job for all Auburn
students, Superintendent Cawley, Assistant Superinten-
dents Don Beaudette and Ed Donovan, Director of
Special Services Carol Davis, and the entire staff of S.A.U.
# 1 5 for their untiring support to our community. Special
appreciation to Board members for their time and
patience in the performance of their many duties. Sincere
thanks to all Auburn residents for permitting me to serve
on the Board for the past six years. It has been a privilege,
































































































Special Ed. Bus Driver
A-1 1
School Nurse Report
Town Report 1981 - 82
To the Superintendent of Schools,
School Board and Citizens of Auburn:
Vision Tests were given to all students:
Tested 446 Defective 37 Corrected 8
Hearing Tests
Tested 438 Defective 12 Corrected 4
Heights and Weights on all children
B/P on all students: 1 2 found to have a B/P above normal.
The families were contacted.
First Aid Treatments: 942. 17 Accidents
Conferences with Parents: 26; School Personnel: 68;
Home visits: 28
Five immunization clinics were held at the school this




Scabies 1 child X 2 cases
Streptococcal 5
Bureau of Dental Health, under the direction of Doris
Bodi, conducted a Floride Rinse Program. Grades 1-6
participated. The children's teeth were checked before
and after the program. The results were very rewarding.
Dental Program sponsored by the Lions and Lioness
was conducted by Dental Hygienist, Cynthia Kitan. One
hundred three children had their teeth cleaned and
floride applied.
Pre-school Registration was held in May with 43
children registering.
Athletic physicals - 49, by Dr. Rebecca Cohen.
First Aid Multi-Media was taught to Grade 8.
Some of the workshops that I attended this year are as
follows:
Exposure, Pressure of the 80' s. Abused Child,
Screening Techniques, C.P.R. Up-date. Latch
Key Family, and Alcohol & Drugs.
A team of nursesfrom the Elliot Hospital visited Grades
1 - 3 with puppets. A little show was presented called
"What To Expect If Ever You Were To Be Admitted To The
Hospital."
I wish to thank the Principal, Secretary, and Teachers
for their cooperation. I would also like to thank the Lions
and Lioness for sponsoring my dental clinics, immunization
clinics, eye screening and glasses they have bought for
some of the school children. Also a big thank you for the



























































Cash on Hand July 1, 1981
Revenue from Federal Sources




Less School Board Orders Paid











SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #15 BUDGET
1981 - 82




3 4 5 6 7 8 Total
45 35 56 60 49 42 64 45 396
High Schools
GRADE 9

















































































































































































HORACE MANN LIFE INSURANCE CO
HORACE MANN LIFE INSURANCE CO
HORACE MANN LIFE INSURANCE CO
HORACE MANN LIFE INSURANCE CO
HORACE MANN LIFE INSURANCE CO
HORACE MANN LIFE INSURANCE CO
HORACE MANN LIFE INSURANCE CO
HORACE MANN LIFE INSURANCE CO
HORACE MANN LIFE INSURANCE CO
HORACE MANN LIFE INSURANCE CO
HORACE MANN LIFE INSURANCE CO
























































































































































































































































































AMOSKEAG BANK & TRUST
AMOSKEAG BANK & TRUST
AMOSKEAG BANK & TRUST
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A total of seven subdivisions, creating thirteen new
residential lots were approved the calendar year.
Name
REPORT OF THE
SOUTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE PLANNING COMMISSION
The Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission is an association of municipalities voluntarily organized
and operating under the provisions of New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated, Chapter 36:45-53. The
Commission's statutory responsibility is to prepare a coordinated development plan for the region and to
encourage its cooperative realization through the advisory process.
Directed by representatives of the City of Manchester and the Towns of Auburn. Bedford. Candia. Chester,
Deerfield, Goffstown. Hooksett, Londonderry. New Boston, Raymond and Weare, the Commission's professional
staff carries out the development of the plan.
The Commission's program is organized under regional, metropolitan transportation, and local technical
assistance functions. Within these broad categories, individual tasks often vary on an annual basis according to the
needs of the region and those of the Commission's participating communities.
In addition to reviewing detailed technical studies with appropriate area officials and agencies, staff reports on
summaries of these and other timely planning items are covered in the Commission's quarterly newsletter
"Project" which is widely distributed to approximately five hundred municipal officials and interested residents of
the region.
Although several regional planning tasks were accomplished during the year, one stands out as a major
achievement which can be directly attributed to the Commission's vigilance and its ability to act quickly and
effectively on behalf of its member communities.
Due largely to the efforts of Chairman Ray F. Langer (Hooksett), Vice Chairman Donald M. Babin (Londonderry)
and Commissioners Robert L. Wheeler (Goffstown) and John L. Sherburne (Deerfield), and the participation of the
region's boards of selectmen, the State's Solid Waste Management Act was successfully amended by the Special
Session of the General Court in May, 1982. On July 22, the Tricounty Solid Waste Management District was
formally organized and the District by-laws were adopted by the ten participating towns in November. During 1 983,
the District will undertake the planning process which will ensure local compliance with the requirements of the
new Act,
In connection with the annual update of the Metropolitan Manchester Transportation Planning Study, which
serves as the basis for the approval of federal funding to support eligible highway, bridge and transit service
improvements intheCityof Manchester and the Towns of Auburn, Bedford, Goffstown, Hooksett, and Londonderry,
the following studies have been completed since our last report to you:
• "Vehicle Travel Time, Metropolitan Manchester Planning Study Area" (November,
1981);
• "Land Use Update, Metropolitan Manchester Planning Study Area" (March. 1 982);
• "MTA Contingency Plan For A Petroleum Shortage" (April, 1 982);
• "Analysis of 1 980 Traffic Accidents, Metropolitan Manchester Planning Study Area"
(June, 1982);
• "Short-Term Parking Study, Fiscal Year 1 982, Central Business District, Manchester,
N.H. (June, 1982);
• "Formulation of Transportation Control Measures for Carbon Monoxide Attainment
in Manchester, N.H. (June, 1982), and
• "Transportation Improvement Program for Fiscal Year 1983" (September, 1982).
Local assistance services provided during the year included:
• Responded to the Selectmen's inquiry regarding an interpretation of the Auburn
Zoning Ordinance;
• Provided the Selectmen with information pertaining to the statutory requirements
for notification on proposed subdivision activities;
• Researched recommended standards for public recreation facilities and areas for
the Planning Board and Town Counsel and met with them to review same;
• Provided Board of Selectmen with suggestions for an amendment to the Subdivision
Regulations pertaining to the recording of approved plans;
• Assisted Town Counsel and the Planning Board with the successful defense of
litigation over a subdivision denial;
• Provided Selectmen's counsel with supporting documentation relative to the
identification of wetlands and seasonally wet soils:
26
Researched background material and reference resources related to planned unit
developments and cluster-type subdivisions for a member of tfie Planning Board:
Advised tfie Board of Selectmen of the availability of Outdoor Recreation and
Conservation Project funds:
Prepared a large scale colored map of proposed zoning district amendments as
requested by the Planning Board:
Assisted the Planning Board with the preparation of a legal notice for hearing on
proposed zoning ordinance revisions:
Provided the Board of Selectmen vi^ith information concerning the availability of
fiscal year 1982 funding under the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development. Community Development Block Grant program:
Advised the Board of Selectmen on the provisions of the State's new Solid Waste
Management Act, and offered them an opportunity whereby they could achieve local
compliance:
Provided the members of the Planning Board, Zoning Board of Adjustment. Board of
Selectmen and the Building Inspector with schedules of the Fall, 1982 Municipal
Law Lecture Series:
Assisted the Board of Selectmen by conducting traffic counts at selected locations
on Town roads.
Auburn's representatives on the Commission are:
Board of Commissioners - Mr. Daniel Carpenter
Mrs. Brenda Beer
Mr. Donald Marzloff, alternate
Executive Committee - Mrs Brenda Beer





Phone number to report a tire - 483-2521
Fire Station phone number - 483-8141
The Auburn Fire Department and Rescue Squad
responded to 1 25 calls tor the year ending December 31,
1982.
8 - Building Fires
6 - Brush Fires
10 - Special Service Calls
6 - Mutual Aid Calls to other Towns
61 - Rescue and Medical Emergency Calls
5 - Car Fires
1 2 - Chimney Fires
8 - False Alarms
9 - Good Intent Calls
At the present time there are 36 active members in the
Department. In March ot '82, the Auburn Volunteer Fire-
men's Association voted to spend $12,000 of money
earned trom dances and other tund raisers to install a
powered reel on Engine VI. The truck was equipped with
2500' of 4" diameter hose, a new tank, and a new pump.
This equipment makes it possible for the Department to
rapidly lay out the 4" line, and then move large volumes of
water up to 3000' from the water source.
The Department has formed a committee to look into
the needtorandthedesignof a second tire station. A new
station house in the vicinity ot Wilson Crossing and
Pingree Hill would put most people in the Town within 3
miles ot a fire station. At the same the Fire Department
can improve the service they can give and decrease the
individual's home tire insurance premiums. The Depart-
ment will present theirfindings at the 1984 Town Meeting.
In October, the Department negotiated with the Derry
Fire Department to dispatch the Auburn personnel and
equipment. They answer the Auburn red phone (483-
2521), 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Guaranteed
dispatch, coupled with automatic mutual aid, is a service
the Fire Department has needed for many years.
If you have any questions about the Fire Department or
would like a tire inspection ot your home, call or come in to
see us. Sunday morning someone is always available at
the Fire House.
Yours in Fire Prevention
Daniel Trembly, Fire Chief
Report of the Forest Fire Warden
Forest Fire Statistics - 1982
Date Location Area Cost Man Hours
3/30/82 Hooksett Road 40'x40' 33.63 8
6/12/82 Wilson Crossing 15'x40' 73.13 18
7/6/82 Pingree Hill Road '/2 acres 159.78 28
Forest Fire prevention and control is a cooperative
effort of the Town tire organization and the New Hampshire
State Forest Fire Service. The cost ot extinguishing forest
fires is shared by the Town and the State.
As the statistics above indicate, the New Hampshire
forest fire seasons are spring and fall when the forest are
dry. Town residents are reminded that all tires kindled
outdoors when there is no snow on the ground must be
approved in writing by the Forest Fire Warden. Forest fire







1 982 was a year of continued growth for the Auburn Police Department. The Police Department continued Its
system of 24 hour service to the community. Coverage was divided between day and night patrol shifts.
In January, the Chief completed a training seminar in Police Civil Liability. Each of the officers participated
and completed an in-service training program on Family Crisis Intervention.
In February the Auburn Fire Department made available a Red Cross First Aid course for the new police officers.
The Police Chief and the Fire Chief completed a training course in Hazardous Materials sponsored by the
Department of Safety. All department personnel completed an in-service training session on current motor vehicle
and criminal laws.
In March, the Chief completed a training session in Vicarious Liability and Labor Relations. The Department
continued its program of speaking before various groups and organizations within the community. A workshop was
put on before the local 4-H groups concerning babysitting training.
In April, the department coordinated with neighboring police departments with in-service training on the issue of
non-lethal force. In-service training concentrated on DWI detection, arrest, and prosecution.
In May, the cruiser maintenance program was expanded to a weekly basis. The summer patrol program with
Manchester Water Works began a month early with the Lake Massabesic Park open to visitors. The Chief
completed a training program with the Fish and Game Department concerning changes in the Off Highway
Recreation Vehicle Laws.
In June, the new radios were installed in the cruisers. A department policy and procedure manual was begun.
The system of merit increases was supplemented with the use of job performance reviews. A new daily cruiser
check program was instituted. Mr. Paul Sanford was added in the capacity of animal control officer. Michael Willett,
Leonard Leclair, and Joseph Ober were added to the department. The Chief attended the New Hampshire Chiefs
of Police Association Annual Convention in Conway.
In July, the department instituted a booking and fingerprint program.
In August, the department went to the purchase order system instituted by all town agencies.
In September, the department began a Chaplain program. This has been very successful in solving family
domestic crisis and notifications of deaths in a family. All officers completed an in-service training on report writing
and the department standard operating procedures. The department equipment inventory was completed. The
Chief conducted a training seminar on drugs with the teachers and staff at the Auburn Village School.
In October, all department officers completed an in-service training program on area alarm systems and current
laws of arrests. The Chief completed a training program sponsored by New England Telephone on tracing
harrassing telephone calls. The department also initiated a program to aid victims of burglaries. Patricia Tropiana
upon request has aided the department when jewelry or precious metallic items are stolen. She is able to provide an
accurate description and place them on her computer network. The department wishes to thank her for her efforts
which she has made available at no cost to the town.
In November, the department completed its first ever firearm maintenance program. In addition all radios were
checked and repaired. It is the policy to send out one piece of equipment each month for preventative maintenance.
This extend the life of current department equipment. The department completed an in-service training session
concerning the use of a police dog, Bullet, owned and trained by Joseph Ober. The dog is certified in obedience,
tracking, attack, and drug. The Chief attended the International Chief's of Police Association convention in Atlanta,
Georgia.
In December, Michael Willett and Leonard Leclairgraduated from theirsix-month in-service training program at
Manchester Police Department. The department currently has its full complement of seven officers who are trained
certified in accordance with current State of New Hampshire statutes.
The Auburn Police Department would like to acknowledge the continuing assistance from its neighboring police
agencies. The department would like to recognize the special talents of Edward Picard for his ability to complete
composite drawings of suspects, Joseph Ober for his work with our K-9 program, and John Manni with his
assistance in firearm and radio maintenance.
Last year, the Auburn Police Department started the House Check Information Report. A copy of this form was
enclosed in your annual Town Report. This program was an overwhelming success. We are continuing this program.
We would like to expand it in another area. If you notice the other half of the page contains a Criminal Mischief
Report. We are enclosing this form in an attempt to make it as easy as possible for witnesses and victims to report
those instances of vandalism that they might be aware of. One example, could be damage to a mailbox. The
department maintains an index of offenses by location and by type. If an incident is not reported, then we can not
adjust our patrols appropriately.
In closing, we would like to thank the organizations and the residents of Auburn for their time and efforts.
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The spirit and neighborliness that i<nit New Hampshire
townspeople together centuries ago was seen again
during the weekend Auburn celebrated its second annual
Olde Home Days on July 23 and 24, 1982. Conceived
originally as a commemoration of the Yankee heritage
that flourished many years ago, Olde Home Days was
born in 1 981 as a cross between an old town fair and a
Fourth of July weekend.
According to Pat Reynolds, one of the chairpersons,
"We were looking for a way people in our community
could get together, socialize and have some fun. After the
town fair had been announced publicly, we had ideas
coming in from everywhere."
The Olde Home Days events kicked off on Friday night,
July 23, with a parade in downtown Auburn celebrating
thetheme"Come Join Us--Friendsand Neighbors." Local
businesses, organizations and neighborhood groups
marched and entered floats. After the parade, a number of
events were held at the Auburn Village School, including
a prince and princess contest, a bike parade, and a variety
of other activities. Two "Citizens" of Auburn were chosen,
Maurice Biron,former Selectman, and Dorothy Oilman,
former Tax Collector.
On Saturday there was one event after another. People
in town participated in, to name a few, the woodsmen's
contest, horseshoe pitching, a road race, baking contest
and field games. There were a number of exhibits, such as
a historical display. Karate, rescue by the Auburn Fire
Department, and square dancing. We found a good use
for local politicians and town officials in the dunking
booth. The festivities were capped off by a display of
fireworks on Saturday night.
The Olde Home Days Committee hopes that 1 983 will
be an even bigger and better year We encourage more
people in town to join us in planning for the 1 983 fair. We
feel that it can only be successful if Auburn townspeople




Auburn Olde Home Days is already underway with
plans for the 1 983 celebration but we need you! What did
you like or dislike about Olde Home Days last year? Do
you have any different ideas or events that we could
include this year? In vv/hat area(s) can you help?
Planning
List of Property Owners as of April 1 , 1 982
Current Assessed Valuation Taxed at
82% of Sound Valuation
LVB Adams, John I & Marsha L
L7B Adams. Leroy H & Lydia E
UB Adkins, Roberta M
L/B Ahearn, Thomas E. & Suzanne
IVB Allain, Donald J. & Denise M
LAND Allard, Ernest G & Patricia
L7B Allard. Ernest G & Patricia
UB Allard. Gary & Rachel
LAND Allen Heirs, Elmer D
L7B Allen, Doris
L7B Allen, John F & Alma F
L7B Allen, Richard S & Isabelle
L/B Allison, William
LAND Alpert, Arthur
L/B Ambrose, Herbert A & Ethel
LAND Amidon, John R
L/B Amidon, John R
L/B Anderson & Nye
L/B Anderson, Carl & Bernice
L/B Anderson, David & Susan H.
L/B Anderson, Duncan D & Barbara J
L/B Andrus, James R & Susan N
LAND Annitto, Mark F & Deborah A
L/B Anthony, John J & Elaine T
L/B Anthony, Russell & Judith
L/B Arndt. Thomas E & Carolyn T
L/B Arvanitis. Daniel G & Lori J
L/B Asadoorian, George & Patricia
L/B Asselin. Benoit
L/B Austin. Lyie W & Barbara M
L/B BabcocK Kevin & Kathleen
IVB Bailey. Philip C & Elaine
LAND Baldyga John & Nellie
LAND Baldyga John & Nellie
LAND Baldyga John & Nellie
L/B Ballerini, Thomas F. Jr. & Marianne
UB Balon, Michael S & Iris
L/B Bank/East Corp.
L/B Banks, Neil A & Marilyn R
L/B Baribeau, Richard & Jane
UB Baril, Robert A & Shirley M
LAND Barrett Heirs, Susan & Guy
LAND Barrett, Malcolm & Judith C
LAND Barrett, Malcolm & Judith C
L/B Barringer, Stanley
LAND Barry Homes Inc.
L/B Barry Homes Inc
LAND Barry Homes Inc
LAND Barry Homes Inc
L/B Bartholomew. George E & Elizabeth
L/B Bartlett. Thomas E Jr & Constance
L/B Bauer. Arthur L & Ann C
L/B Beattie. James L & Martha J
L/B Beauchesne, Raymond & Maralyn
LAND Beaudoin, David & Jacqueline
L/B Beaudry, Edward J & Rolando D
LAND Beaulieu & McNeil
LAND Beaulieu & McNeil
LAND Beaulieu & McNeil
LAND Beaulieu & McNeil
LAND Beaumont. Saul








































































































































LAND (3re,iiilt. Gillis E
LAND Brcniill. Gillis E
LVIi Brciiilt. Lucille R
LMH Urecn. Rohnrl S «, Vicki L
L/B Bnen, David
L/B Bnen. Mictinel P S. Eii/alinlh Anno
L/B Bnen. Philip H & Palrinn
LAND Bnen. Raymnntl A 8. Sininnn
L/B Bnen. Rayinonrl H & Sininne
LAND Bnsson Heirs. Rol)etl K Pauline
L/B Bnsson Heirs, Rnl)ert & Pauline
L/B Brnriskv. Hnwaid D
LAND Brnnslein, Albert
I7B Bronks, Dnnalfl P «, Cti.irlntle A
LAND Bronks, Richard C
L/B Brown. Jairies H S N.incv C
L/B Brnwn. Stanley R I illian
L/B Brown. Thomas C & Kathleen J
L/B Brown, William S «, Joan N
LAND Buck, Donald T S, Marion C
L/B Bunnell. Dnii(]las S, Sii/anne
TRLR Biiotc. Dick
L/B Biirqcss. Howard C A Marilynn E
L/B Burns, Mark E & Donna M
L/B Biirtt. Albert H Jr & Alice M
L/B Biirwen. Gary S & Terry A
L/B Bush. Alan C
L/B Butler. Haven K 8, Elinor T
L/B Butts. Arthur E Jr 8. Nancy E
L/B Cnbrnl. Erank J S Barbara A
L/B Campbell. Helen.i J




LAND Cariqn.in & Caisse
L/B Caricinan & Caisse
LAND Carliicci. Dana J
L/B Carnn. Grcqory E S Nancy A
L/B Carpenter. Carlton & Jessir;
L/B Carpenter. Daniel 8. Dorothy
LAND Carpenter. Daniel & Dorothy
LAND Carpenter, Darnel J & Dnrnttiy J
L/B Carr, Gary W 8, Donna L
L/B Carter, Herbert
LAND Casey, Wallace
L/B Casper, Richard E 8, Carol
L/B Castnrina, Alfred 8, Nanette
L7B Gate. Howard 8, Edith
L/B Cavanaii(]lt, Willi.im M 8, Marilyn G
L/B Cechetti. Joseph 8, Diane
L/B Chaloqes. Socrates 8 Mal)el
LMH Chamberlain. Kathleen
L/B Cbamparine, Harvey 8 Marinrii!
L/B Ch,im|)ai]ne Marcel 8 Deborah
L/B Champa()ne William A 8 S.illy
L/B Chase, Charles 8 Diiniu
L/B Chase. Lawrence H 8 BeviHly
I AND Chase. Orrin H 8 Mar|orie
LAND Chase. Orrin H 8 Mar|orie
L/B Chase. Orrin H 8 Mariorie
L/B Chase. Orrin H 8 M,ir|orie
UB Chalahan 8 Cramer
L/B Cherknwski, John R & Munel F
L/B Chestney. Linda J
L/B Chlnros. Aristotle 8 Joyce
LAND Chloros, Aristotle 8 Joyce
LAND Chloros, Aristotle A 8 Joyce
L/B Chnstenson & Peterson
L/B Christie, Gladys W
LAND Ciano Et Al. Gaetann
LAND Ciano Et Al. Gaelarm
LAND Ciano Et Al, Gaetano
LAND Ciano Et Al Gaetano
i,r,rin
LAND
UB Fletcher. Dean L & Barbara A
LAND Fletcher, Mary T
L7B Fletcher, Mary T
UB Foley, Laura M
L/B Foley, Laura M
lyB Fontaine, Gary & Patricia
LAND Forsaith, Carl, Heirs
UB Forsaith, Carl, Heirs
LAND Fcrtuna, Margaret A
LB Fcskitt, John J & Patricia A
LB Fournier, Henry
LB Foye, William J & Constance I
LB Frasier, Robert J & Alana J
LAND Fregosi, James & Dorothy
LB Friedberg, Alan D & Nancy A
LB Frisella, Alfred & Roberta
LAND Frisella, Vincent
LB Frye. James M & Sandra
LB Fullers Young
LB Fuller, Benjamin A, & Beverly R
LB Fuller, Marion L
LB Gagnon, Armand & Muriel
LB Gagnon. Armand R & Muriel E
LB Gagnon. George L & Nancy
LB Gagnon Robert B
LB Gagnon Roger J & Mabel
LB Gallagher, Richard G
LB Gallinara Frank & Phyllis J
LAND Galvin. Vincent & Margaret D
LB Galvin, Vincent & Margaret D
LB Galvin. Vincent & Margaret D
LAND Gamache, Francis W
LB Gamache, Francis W
LAND Gamache, Francis W & Joyce F
LAND Gamache, Frank W
LB Gamache, Louis A & Linda M
LB Ganshirt, Robert E
LAND Garabedian. Jack & Charles & Pau
LAND Garbedian, Jack & Charles & Pau
LAND Garabedian. Jack & Charles & Paul
LAND Garabedian, Veronica
LB Gardner, Paul V & Deborah M
LB Garcn, Philip H & Elizabeth A
LB Garon, Richard G & Elizabeth A
LB Gaudette. Richard E & Evelyn
LB Gaumont, Thomas G & Kimberly
LB Gelinas, Daniel A & Mildred I
LB Gendrcn, Armand G
LB Gendrcn, Michel R & Collette
LB Gendrcn, Michel R & Denise J
TRLR Gerlach, Walter
LB Gerlitz. Wayne T & Teresa
LB Germer George C & Judy A
LB Gervais. Brian C & Maureen E
LB Giammarco Anthony J & Denyse P
LB Gibby, Grant A & Swanee A
LAND Gibby. Grant A & Swanee A
LB Gilman. Dorothy F
LB Gmalski, Edward F & Louise E
LB Gingras, Beatrice H
LB Gingras, Emile A Jr & Lucille
LB Glidden, Eugene H & Marguerite L
LB Glines, Lawrence & Evelyn
LB Glines, Robert E & Jacqueline E
LAND Godbey, James H & Josephine H
LAND Godbey, James H & Josephine H




































































LB Gold, Robert & Marlene C
LB Gonzales, Robert & Noreen
LB Goodwin, Dorothea F
LB Goonan, Feme G
LAND Gorey Heirs, Beatrice A
MH Gorey, Harvey A
LAND Gosseline & Frisella
LB Gosselin & Frisella
LAND Gosselin, Arthur & Yvonne
LB Gosselin, Arthur & Yvonne
BLDG Gosselin, Raymond & Kathleen
LAND Gracie, Richard P & Eleanor E
LB Gramatikas, Gary A & Pamela
LB Gramlmg, David & Deborah
BLDG Grant, Winnifred
LB Graveline, Gerald J & Sandra
LB Greeb, Ronald E & Laureen M
LB Greene, David K & Laurie
LAND Gregoire, Arthur & Margaret
LB Gregoire, Daniel N & Ellen T
LB Gregoire, Roland
LB Gregorys O'Brien Heirs
LB Grenier, Robert L & Shirley A
LAND Griffin, David S
Lj!\ND Griffin, David 8
LAND Griffin, David S
LB Griffin, David S & Mary F
LB Griffin, George R
LMH Griffin, George R
LAND Griffin, George R
LB Griffin, George R
LB Griffin, George R
LB Griffin, James B & Elzire
TRLR Griffin, John
L^ND Grimm & Voss
LAND Grinnell, George H
LAND Groce, Angele & Everard R
LB Groce, Angele & Everard D
LAND Groce, George & Kathleen D
LAND Grossi, Ralph E & Carole A
LB Grossmith, Daniel & Patricia
LB Gual, Raul & Sara
LB Guild, David E & Susan K
LB Guimond, Joseph & Mary
LB Guinesso, Andrew Jr & Martha E
U\ND Guinesso, Carl H & Erika C
LB Guinesso. Carl H & Erika C
LB Guinesso. Carl Jr & Kathy
LB Guinesso, James & Beverly
LAND Gurall, Antone
LAND Gurall, David
LAND Gurall, Frederick W
LAND Gurall. George E
LAND Gurall, Robert E
LB Gustavsen, Richard B & Marjorie R
LB Guy, Thomas F & Mary R
LB Hackler, Ivah & Rosamond
LAND Hackler, Ivah & Rosamond H
LB Hale, Edwin D & Olive M
LB Hales, Arthur J & Ann
LB Hamilton, Catherine J
LB Handyside & Heselton
LAND Hanley, Patricia M
LB Hannaford, Ernest J & Helena
LB Hanscomb, Francis A




































































LB Harnum. Eric J & Tern A
LB Harnum, Robert G & Lilyan
LB Harnum. Robert G Jr
LB Harris, Christcptier L & Ellen D
LB Harris. Eileen
LB Harris. Eva
LAND Harris, Robert L
LB Hartford, Robert H & Jeannette R
LB Harwood, Rutti E
LB Hasbrouck, Margaret
LB Hashem. Ttiomas P & Diane
LB Hatcti, Fred E & Donna M
LB Headd, James F & Lorraine M
LB Heald, Emerson C & Marion S
LB Heald. Emerson C & Marion S
LB Healy. ttiomas P Jr & Patricia H
LB Hebert, Francis E & Mane A
LAND Hebert. Ronald & Linda
LB Heckettiorne. Russell L & Pauline
BLDG Hedderig, Kenneth & Deborati
LB Heiberg, Edward T & Kathleen M
LB Henderson, Fredericl<
LB Henry, Jackson M & Constance P
LB Herbert. Kirk
LB Herlihy. Kerry & Rachel
LB Hersey, Florence
LB Heselton, Brian H & Howard E
LB Heselton, Howard & Mary & Vivian
LB Heselton. Howard & Mary A
LAND Heselton, Howard & Mary A
LB Heselton. Howard E & Patricia
LB Higgins. Joseph R & Pauline D
LAND Hill Haven Dev Corp
LAND Hill Haven Dev Corp
LB Hill. Harry B & June
LB Hills & Banks
U\m Himmelfarb. David & Leah
LB Hitchen. Warren & Lily E
LB Hobson, Merrill & Barbara C
LB Holden, Stephen G & Kathleen M
LB Holman, David C & Kathleen
LB Hooper, Leonard R & Carol A
LB Horion. Sylvio W & Muriel
LB Howard. Ethan V III & Lynne
LAND Howard, Lawrence
LB Howell. Barbara
LB, Hrycuna. Phillip M & Christine W
LAND Hughes, Richard J & Evelyn J
LAND Hughes, Robert D & Marianne E
LB Hujar, Joseph & Mary
LB Hujar, Philip & Vera
LB Hunzeker, William A
LB Hurley. Helen J
LMH Insurance Towing Service
LB Intimate Friends Society
LB Isaak Barbara L
LB Isabella Joseph P & Sheila
BLDG Itron, Charles W
LAND JAF Inc
LB Jackitis. Louis R & Carol M
LAND Jackman. Doris A
LB Jackman, Dons A
LB Jackman, Paul & Jeannine
LB Jackson. Rodney P & Deborah
LB Jacob. Richard L & Michelle J
33,200
LB
LAND McEvoy. William J
LAND McEvoy, William J
LMH McFarland, Linus $ & Lucienne
LB McGrattiThomas J & Patricia
LB McGuire. George T & Jane H
LAND Mclnmch, Ralph A
LAND McJuary. Steven F & Sandra L
LB McJuary. Steven F & Sandra L
TRLR McLaughlin. John
LB McLaughlin. Ronald E & Christine
TRLR McPhail. David A
LB Mealey. Edward F & Burnetta A
LB Meltzer. Karl W & Pamela
LB Mercier. George F & Suzanne D
LB Mercier. Ralph & Bernice
LB Merrick. Joseph & Mary
LAND Merrill Wendall & Louise
LB Merullo. Feme G
LB Michaelis. Darw/m L & Meredith D
LB Michaud Neal R & Barbara B
LB Michaud Robert W
LMH Millay. Charles L& Evelyn
LB Miller. Clittcrd W & Martha E
LB Miller. Richard P & Marion L
LB Milne Trust. Charlotte Parker
LAND Milne. Norman F Jr
LB Milne. Ncrman F Jr
LB Milne. Robert J & Barbara
LB Minakin, Frank A & Judith E
LB Mmncn. Robert W & Joan D
LAND Mitsur Men & Rei|i Iba
LAND Mitsui, Mori & Rei|i Iba
LB Miville Richard J & Jeannie
LB Moher. Sylvia A
LB Mohn. Larry J & Frances A
LB Mongeau. Eve Staby
LB Montour. William H & Gayle A
LAND Moody. Hamden C Jr
LAND Mocradian. Albert & Christine
LB Moore David C Jr & Joan E
BLDG Moore. Milton R & Johanna E
LAND Moquin E Joseph & Denise M
LB Morency. Richard R & Claudette
LB Morey. William & Debra
LB Morgan, James F
LB Morin. Gerard A & Lorraine P
LB Mcrin. Jack F & Joy E
TRLR Morris Daniel
LB Mosier Earl R & Joan R
LB Mczdzen. Zigmond & Lorraine
LB Mullen. Dennis J & Jeanne M
LB Murphy & Stermensky
LB Muszynski John
LAND Nacket Michael J & Sandra M
LB Nason Daniel & Josephine A
LAND Nastek Thaddeus J & Teres M
LAND Navarro. Bartclomeo & Theresa
LB Navarro. Bartholemec & Theresa
LB Navarro. Michael P & Elizabeth S
LB Nelson Ronald N & Carol A
ELEC New Hampshire Electric Coop Inc
LMH Newccmb, Clarence L & Ida M
LB Newton, John H & Dorothy C
LAND Nicholas. Edmund G & Shanne A
LB Nicholas Edmund G & Shanne A
LB Nichols. Steven & Alexandra
5,300
LAND Peabody Estate. Persis
LAND Peabody Estate. Persis
LB Peabody Estate, Persis
LB Peabody Estate, Persis
LB Pearson. Carl R
LB PecK Clifton D
LB Pei<ar, Thomas J & Paula M
LB Pelletier, Dennis & Linda
LB Pelletier, Lawrence J Jr. & Geneva
LB Pelletier. Real G & Juanita L
LAND Pendergast. David L & Judith A
LAND Penney. Muriel
LB Peoples. David B
LAND Pepin. Philip L & Doris H
LB Perkins, Henry Jr & Lillian A
LAND Perley. Ronald E & Inez E
LAND Perley. Ronald E & Inez E
LB Perley, Ronald E & Inez E
LB Perras, John W & Kathleen A
LB Perrault, Bruce M & Kimberlee
LB Perri, Rachel E
LB Perrin, Robin B & Kathleen M
LB Perun, John Jr & Lynne E
LAND Peterborough Savings Banl<
LAND Peterborough Savings Bank
LAND Peterborough Savings Bank
LAND Peterborough Savings Bank
LAND Peterborough Savings Bank
LAND Peterborough Savings Bank
LAND Peterborough Savings Bank
LAND Peterborough Savings Bank
LAND Peterborough Savings Bank
LAND Peterborough Savings Bank
LAND Peterborough Savings Bank
LAND Peterborough Savings Bank
LAND Peterborough Saving Bank
LAND Peterborough Savings Bank
LAND Peterborough Savings Bank
LAND Peterborough Savings Bank
LAND Peterborough Savings Bank
LB Peters. Philip G & Stella
LB Peterson, Carol A & William E
LAND Peterson, Carol A & William E
LB Peterson, William E & Maragret
LB Pevear, Bernard T & Pamela A
LB Phaup, Richard A & Bonnie S
LB Phelan. Joseph F & Brenda
LB Philibin. Gary M & Linda A
LB Philibin, James M & Brenda L
LB Phillips. George I
LB Phillips Raymond L & Gloria
LB Phillips, Russell H & Dale W
LB Piaseczny. Charles J & Emila H
LB Picard, Edward G & Pamela L
LB Pidgeon, Donald L & Barbara C
LMH Piehl, Donald F & Gwendolyn
LAND Pilioglos. James & Effie
LAND Pilioglos. James & Effie
LB Pinard, Charles E & Diane H
LB Pinard. Richard R & Gilberte J
LAND Pingeiro. Jose G N & Dina
LAND Pitman. Walter E & Grace
LAND Plante, Henry & Doris
LB Pleasant Lake Development
LB Poirier, IVIichael D & Sharon F
LB Polak, Joseph R III & Margaret L
17,900
LAND Roscoe. Charles A & Judith A
LAND Roscoe. Charles A & Judith A
LAND Roscoe. Charles A & Judith A
LAND Roscoe, Charles a & Judith A
LAND Roscoe. Charles A & Judith A
LB Rosner, Richard I & Barbara A
BLDG Rouleau. Armand & Magella
LB Rouleau. Louis W & Judith G
LAND Rowe. Lawrence P & Marguerite M
LB Rowell. Annie L
BLDG Roy Heirs. Edward J
LAND Roy Heirs. Edward J
LB Roy, Norman M & Diane L




LB Royer.Robert J & Mary L
LAND Ruggiero Et AL, George W SR
LAND Rusin, Wanda
LB Rusin, Wanda
BLDG Russell. Mabel E
LB Sackrison. Edwin & Louise
LB Salach. Thaddeus W & Judith C
LB Samson Construction Inc,
LAND Samson Construction Inc.
LB Samson. Albert J & Pauline D
LB Samson. Craig G & Loraine
LB Samson. John R & Celeste M
LB Sanborn. Alfred N Jr
LB Sanborn, Duane R & Esther R
LB Sanlord. Kenneth & Winifred
LB Sanford. Kenneth & Winifred
LB Sanford. Kenneth & Winifred
LB Sanford. Kenneth & Winifred
LB Sanford. Kenneth & Winifred
LB Sanford. Kenneth & Winifred
LB Sanford. Kenneth J & Winifred
LB Sansouci. David J & Janet H
LAND Santos. Manuel R & Rose M
LAND Sarette. David D & Catherine E
LB Sargent, John W & L Martha
LB Sauter. William K & Irene L
LB Sawyer & Loring
LAND Sawyer. Mabel H
LB Schanck. Robert M & Faye F
LB Schmerder, Ernest A & G^raldine M
LB Schmidt ET AL Peter Otto
LB Schuff, David J & Michele D
LB Seavey Admn, Everett W
LAND Seavey Admn, Everett W
LB Seavey Admn. Everett W
LAND Seavey Admn. Everett W
UND Seavey. Everett W
LB Seavey. Everett W
LB Seavey, Ralph M & Karen J





LB Sell, Richard H & Elizabeth
LB Senechal, Lorraine P
LAND Senechal, Roland & Lorraine P
LB Shackelton, Richard & Dorothy
LB Shapiro, Jacob W & Pauline C
10,550
LB Sturtevant. Robert C & Dorothy P
LAND Sullivan & Chestney
LAND Sullivan Heirs, Ttiomas P & Mary E
LAND Sullivan, Cynttiia J
LAND Sullivan, F Russell & Amalia
LB Sullivan, F Russell & Amalia
LB Sullivan, F Russell & Amalia
LAND Sullivan, John J
LB Sullivan, Martin J & Cynthia J
LB Sullivan, Russell C & Ann
LB Sutton. Donald F & Ora G
LAND Swan, Ernest
LB Swanson, John & Margaret
LB Swanson, Richard G & Barbara R
LB Sweeney, John & Joan
BLDG Sykes, Edgar W & Eileen R
LB Taibbi, Steven G & Dianne M
LB Tardiff, John H
LB Tardiff, John H & Susan A
LB Tasillo, J James Jr & Susan
LAND Tate, Richard W & William M
LB Tatman, Robert F & Rosemarie
LB Taylor, Robert B & Alice L
LAND Tenn, James J & Sylvia
LAND Tenn, James J & Sylvia
LAND Tenn, James J & Sylvia
LB Testa, Gary J & Deborah A
LAND Theophilos Et Al, Alexander G
LAND Theophilos Et Al, Alexander G
LAND Theos, Lewis J & Carol A
LB Theos, Lewis J & Carol A
LB TheriaulL Bertrand A
LB TherriaulL Charles & Linda L
LB Therrien, Paul D
LB Therrien, Pauline E
LB Therrien, Ralph A Jr & Linda D
LB Therrien, Roland H & Jacqueline Y
LB Therrien, Theobald A & Jeanne A
LB Thomas, Eugene & Philomena
LB Thomas, James W & Leona
LB Thomas, William E & Wendy C
LB Thompson, Donald
LB Thompson, Kenneth Jr
LB Thompson, Mark R & Lucyna I
LAND Thompson, Richard R & Dolores
LAND Thompson, Ronald J & Constance A
LB Thorell, Dennis C
LB Thorell, George W Jr & Kathleen
LB Thorell, Harry J & D Marion
LAND Titcomb, Lucille A
LAND Titcomb, Lucille A
LB Tolson, Louise D & Edward
LB Tomasik, Helen C & Olga F
TRLR Tomlinson, John G
LB Topliff, Hubert J & Kathryn B
LAND Torre, David R
LB Tousignant, David E & Mary Jane
LB Towie & Whitefield
BLDG TowIe, Beatrice M
LAND Towne Charles R Jr & Helen M
LB Towne Charles R Jr & Helen M
LB Towne Harold W & Priscilla M
LB Tracy, David H & Muriel
LB Trahan, Dennis M & Norma
LB Trainer & Darling
LB Tremblay, Jeanne Germaine
33,700
LB Wilusz, EdwardJ & Jean Ann 53,150
LB WobrocK Gary R & Christine M 50,550
LB Wolfe, Tonny B 57,250
LAND Wolfram & St Pierre 3,600
LB Wood, Dana 141,350
LB Wood, Dana & Linda 32,200
LAND Wood, James & Pfiyiiis 10,150
LB Wood, James C & Ptiyllis I 60,700
LB Wood, Malcolm A & Helen A 19,100
LB Wood, Malcolm A Sr 86,900
LB Wood, Paul S & Frances 75,200
LB Wood, Stanley P & (Marion A 52,900
LB Wood, William H & Jacqueline A 78,000
LAND Wood, William R 15,550
LB Wood, Rita R 47,550
LB Wooley, Rictiard E & Karen M 34,750
LB Wornick, Margaretta 71,600
LB Worster, Charles M & Jean L 57,200
LAND Wovkanech Heirs, John 3,200
LB Wovkonish, Peter & Ruth N 79,850
LB Wright, Donald A 54,700
LB Yianakopolos, Joan F 31,500
BLDG Young, Alan 4,050
LB Young, Alan M 54,500
LB Young, Alan M & Dorothy B 72,300
LB Young, Bethesda E 36,550
LB Zela, James M & Gloria A 93,500
LAND Ziakas, Charles J 10,650
48
Burning Regulations
TO REPORT A FIRE DIAL 483-2521
The State of New Hampshire requires that written permits
be obtained for all open fires at all times when the ground is
not snow covered.
Permits may be obtained from the Forest Fire Warden, Mr.
Martin Sullivan, for grass, brush, campfires, etc. Permits
must be obtained on the day burning is to be accomplished.
Burn when there is no wind, on rainy days and damp days, in
a safe place and in accordance with the terms of the permit.
Burn before 9:00 A.M. and after 5:00 P.M. Keep some
buckets of water close by; if wind develops, promptly
extinguish the fire. All fires must be extinguished before you
depart the scene.
Parking During Snow Storm
A. From November 1 to April 1 of each year no person shall
park any motor vehicle on any public highway between the
hours of 1 1 :00 P.M. and 8 A.M. or at any time in such a
manner as to impede snow removal operations.
B. Any vehicle parked in violation of section A hereof may
be towed by the road agent, the chief of police or their
agents or by independent contractors engaged by the road
agent or the chief of police: any vehicles so towed shall be
stored and released to the owner only upon payment of the
cost of towing and storage by the owner.
C. Any person violating section A hereof shall be subject to
a penalty not to exceed twenty-five dollars for each offense.
Dog Ordinance
A. RESTRAINT: All dogs shall be restrained from running at
large within the limits of the town, except when they are on
the owner's or keeper's property or being used for hunting
or training purposes.
B. PENALTY: Any person or persons, firm or corporation
violating any provisions of this ordinance shall, upon con-
viction, be fined not more than fifteen dollars ($1 5.00) for
each offense.
Now Available For Purchase
At Selectmen's Office
Tax Map (Individual Sheets) $8.00
Tax Map Photos (Each) 27.00
National Building Code 10.00
Zoning Regulations & Subdivision Regulations 1.00





Telephone number to reach Rockingham County Dispatch
Center toll free: 1-800-582-7177. This dispatch center is
manned on a 24 hour basis, 7 days a week. The service is
available to Auburn residents for ambulances, wreckers
and all other forms of emergency assistance.
Snow Disposal Ordinance
Any person found shoveling snow into a town road or
plowing snow across the road, so as to impede normal
plowing operations, will be subject to a penalty not to
exceed $25.00 for each offense.
Trespassing and Loitering Regulation
1. PROHIBITION: No person shall enter upon or remain on
Manchester Water Works or Town of Auburn premises,
including all Manchester Water Works properties and all
town buildings or public structures with the appurtenant
land there-to between the hours of 8:00 P.M. and 8:00 A.M.
unless permission by the Board of Selectmen or their
designees has been granted.
2. PROHIBITION: No person shall loiter on the sidewalks in
front of any commercial, fraternal, religious, or municipal
building, or on any property owned by the Manchester
Water Works in Auburn, nor shall any person sit upon or
lean against the walls of residences so as to impede free
passage, without first obtaining the consent of the owners
or person in control of such premises.
3. PENALTY: The violation of any prevision of this
regulation shall be punishable by a fine of not more than
$100.00 for each offense.
Alcoholic Regulations
1. PROHIBITION: No person shall possess or consume any
alcoholic beverages in the areas owned by the Manchester
Water Works in Auburn, and/or other public place or
building without first obtaining the consent of the owners or
person in control of such premises. This regulation to be
duly enforced by the Police Department of the Town of
Auburn and any cooperating police forces, in accordance
with New Hampshire laws.
2. PENALTY: The violation of this regulation shall be
punishable by a fine of not more than $ 1 00.00 and less than
$50.00.

